
THE WORLD OF TAMBUN THEME PARK

Prices and rates on Lost World of Tambun theme park entrance ticket, hot springs and spa by night ticket, pay per ride,
locker and tube rental.

Add it all together though and this park is lots of fun. Generously slather on sunblock and mosquito repellent!
If hunger strikes you, can also dine at Dulang Tea House, a picturesque cafe taking shade beneath the
limestone, serving local fares that tin workers used to enjoy! It was unreal with so much piping and so many
wheels for the hamsters to play in. We had been looking forward to enjoying the lazy river so it was
disappointing. Aside from that, there are also plenty of accommodation options nearby or in the town area,
min drive away. Adventure Express If you want to take a break from all the water, feel free to hop aboard the
Adventure Express, a train which takes you around the park. This would have to be another visit for us as it
had been a long day! Beyond the water play, there was some to offer for nature lovers and outdoorsy folk. The
attractions have expanded over the years and are now divided into the following sections: Lost World Water
Park Lost World is mostly a water theme park and there are the usual attractions such as a lazy river
Adventure River , the Jungle Wave Pool Malaysia's biggest, although it seemed to be waveless on the day of
our visit with an extensive sandy beach, and a couple of giant water slides the sort where you have to sit on
inflatable rubber rings called Cliff Racer and Tube Raiders. They have all your favourite street food and
snacks. If we go again however I would probably try to avoid going on a public holiday. The developers have
taken care to preserve the natural setting and vegetation as far as possible when constructing the zoo area and
they have done a good job. For those getting on water slides and attractions there is a Lost World of Tambun
swimwear dress code that you have to comply to. If you do choose to rent a tube, do keep in mind that you
will have to carry it with you for the day. We want to make it more accessible to families in general and not
just someone looking for an adventure. You can organise your own intimate lantern outing or This sandy
compound with some shady trees also housed zebras and camels. Feeling like a lil chill time? There is also a
pool play area for younger kids - Kids Explorabay. When we started building this place, it was practically a
wasteland. The closest and most convenient accommodation option, it comes with all your usual amenities,
free WiFi, and complimentary breakfast at the Garden Terrace. Ever game for challenges, our energetic
children took a shot at the game stalls and happily walked away with furry toys. Petting Zoo Perhaps the best
hamster enclosure in the world! Adventure Express If you want to take a break from all the water, feel free to
hop aboard the Adventure Express, a train which takes you around the park. Malaysia is a safe country to stay
and visit. Wave pool. Since it can be too hot in the afternoon, many visitors tend to favour visiting the hot
springs after sunset. Flaming Percussions Every night except Tuesdays at 9pm, visitors can gather around the
stage to catch the fiery, exciting flaming percussions performance. Lost World Tiger Valley Here you get the
chance to watch Siberian Tigers show off their agility and strength at feeding time.


